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Lab: Cleaning, Coding, and Imputation 
 
Goal: Illustrate cleaning, coding, and the imputation of survey data in R.  
Lab type: Interactive lab demonstration. 
Time allotted: Lecture for 2x50 minutes. 
Data: Mobile_Learning_Survey_Dataset_Excerpt.csv 




1. In this lab, we will learn a bit about how to clean, code, and impute survey data.  We 
will do this by using an excerpt of the Summer 2010 Mobile Learning survey of NPS 
students.   
a. The excerpt consists of data from the first seven questions and four demographic 
questions for 1,867 resident and distance learning students.   
b. The purpose of the survey was to help the NPS Center for Educational Design, 
Development, and Distribution (CED3) understand what types of mobile 
electronic devices NPS students use or would like to use as part of their NPS 
curricula. 
c. What we will do is to use the 1,867 observations from the survey as the 
population (so we will treat the total survey results as the actual population 
results).  From it, we will draw various types of samples and, using the survey 
package, estimate the population results. 
2. To begin, we will first need to read in the CSV dataset. 
a. To read it in, first download the CSV file from the course Sakai site. 
b. Now, open it up in Excel.  This is basically what it looked like coming straight 
out of SurveyMonkey.  The only exception is that I added question numbers in 
the first row in place of two rows output by SurveyMonkey that had the actual 
text of the questions. 
c. So, read the file into R:   
mobile.data <- read.csv(file.choose()) 
Then find the Mobile_Learning_Survey_Dataset_Excerpt.csv file in the dialog 
box, highlight it, and click "OK." 
Finally, confirm that it read in correctly using the dim() function, as in 
dim(mobile.data) 
Your output should be 
[1] 1867   33 
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which indicates that the data frame consists of 1,867 rows (observations) and 33 
columns (questions). 
If you want to look at the complete dataset, use the view command, as in 
View(mobile.data) 
You can also print out the first few rows (say 5) to the screen using the syntax 
mobile.data[1:5,] 
And remember that you can look at all the names of the variables with  
names(mobile.data) 
3. Now, having read the dataset in, we should always check the data before starting any 
analysis. 
a. Let's use some logic checks on the data to see if any cleaning is necessary.  Q1 
asks whether the respondent owns a smartphone.  To get a quick tabulation, use: 
table(mobile.data$Q1) 
The output looks like this: 
       No  Yes  
   3  778 1086  
This table shows that 1,086 respondents said they do own a smartphone, 778 said 
they do not, and 3 did not answer the question.  So, let's look at these 3 
respondents and see if they answered any of the other questions about 
smartphones.  If not, then we can delete them from the data frame (since they 
would be equivalent to survey nonrespondents for this excerpted dataset).   To 
check this, type 
mobile.data[mobile.data$Q1=="",] 
This syntax says to print out all the rows of the mobile.data data frame for which 
the Q1 variable is blank.  As you'll see, all three respondents answered at least 
some of the other questions, so they are actual respondents. 
In fact, if you look at the output, it's clear that respondents 1072 and 1763 own 
smartphones while respondent 1238 does not.  So, let's set the responses to Q1 
for the first two respondents to "Yes" and let's set it to "No" for the third and set 
his/her responses to Q2-Q7_Other to missing (since s/he would have skipped 
these had s/he answered Q1 correctly): 
mobile.data[1072,1] <- "Yes" 
mobile.data[1763,1] <- "Yes" 
mobile.data[1238,1] <- "No" 
for(i in 6:14) mobile.data[1238,i] <- "" 
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The output looks like this: 
       No  Yes  
   0  779 1088  
Looks good!   
Now, let's check to make sure the skip pattern from Q1 actually worked for 
everyone who said "No" to this question.  An easy way is to do some two-way 
tables of Q1 with questions these respondents should have skipped over.  If all is 
well, they should all be blank. 
table(mobile.data$Q2,mobile.data$Q1) 
                         
                              No Yes 
                           0 770   7 
  Android phone            0   0 195 
  Blackberry               0   4 276 
  iPhone                   0   1 506 
  Other (please specify)   0   2  64 
  Windows Mobile           0   2  40 
 
table(mobile.data$Q3,mobile.data$Q1) 
            
                 No Yes 
              0 771   6 
  Limited     0   5 182 
  Unlimited   0   3 900 
Uh oh, all is not well.  In the top table, we see there were 9 respondents who said 
they don't own a smartphone and then went on to list a particular smartphone that 
they own.  Similarly, in the second table we see 8 respondents who said they 
don't own a smartphone then provided information about their smartphone data 
plan.  Clearly the skip pattern for Q1 didn't work.    
To correct this, the logical thing to do is to change the responses to Q1 to "Yes" 
for those who gave a phone or data plan.  Let's begin with the former and see if 
that also fixes the latter. 
mobile.data$Q1[mobile.data$Q2 != ""] <- "Yes" 
This fixes that part of the problem: 
table(mobile.data$Q2,mobile.data$Q1) 
                         
                              No Yes 
                           0 770   7 
  Android phone            0   0 195 
  Blackberry               0   0 280 
  iPhone                   0   0 507 
  Other (please specify)   0   0  66 




            
                 No Yes 
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              0 770   7 
  Limited     0   0 187 
  Unlimited   0   0 903 
But also note that there are 7 individuals who said they do own a smartphone but 
then either didn't specify the type of phone in Q2 or a data plan in Q3.  Perhaps 
these are the same 7 respondents in both questions and thus they should have 
said "No" to Q1.  Let's check: 
table(mobile.data$Q2[mobile.data$Q1=="Yes"], 
      mobile.data$Q3[mobile.data$Q1=="Yes"]) 
                         
                             Limited Unlimited 
                           3       1         3 
  Android phone            1      10       184 
  Blackberry               0      68       212 
  iPhone                   2      78       427 
  Other (please specify)   0      19        47 
  Windows Mobile           1      11        30 
Ah darn, it's not that simple.  Only three of them had neither a phone nor a data 
plan.  The rest had one or the other, so presumably they are legitimate Q1 "Yes" 
responses and we've got some item-level missings for them.   
So, now let's dig into the 3 respondents with neither a phone or a plan and see if 
they should be Q1 "No" responses.  The easiest way to do this is just to look at 
all their responses to Q1-Q7_Other: 
mobile.data[mobile.data$Q1=="Yes" &  mobile.data$Q2=="" & 
mobile.data$Q3=="",] 
Yep, they're all missing, so we can reasonably recode Q1 to "No" for these 
respondents: 
mobile.data$Q1[mobile.data$Q1=="Yes" &  mobile.data$Q2=="" & 
mobile.data$Q3==""] <- "No" 
Whew, that's a fair amount of work that, if we were doing the real analysis, we 
would then need to repeat for all the other mobile devices in this survey.  For our 
purposes, we'll stop here in the lab. 
b. That said, note that we still have four missing values in the type of phone or the 
type of data plan.  If we are not going to do any extensive modeling on this 
dataset, we would not need impute any of the missing values.  In fact, even if we 
were there are only 11 records missing one or the other or both (out of 1,867 
respondents), so we might just use casewise deletion.   
But let's use this data to illustrate the idea of imputing the values for these 
variables.  To do so, we need to identify the variable or variables (categorical) 
that define the donor class and the matching variable or variables (numeric) that 
will be used to find the closest observation from which to impute. 
For this problem, we'll use questions D1 (Service) and D3 (resident vs. DL 
student) for the donor class and question D2 (age) for the matching variable.  To 
do the latter, we first need to create a numeric variable from D2.  We'll do this by 
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creating a new variable called D2_num and assigning to it the mean age of each 
age category from question D2, as follows: 
mobile.data$D2_num[mobile.data$D2=="20-24"] <- 22 
mobile.data$D2_num[mobile.data$D2=="25-29"] <- 27 
mobile.data$D2_num[mobile.data$D2=="30-34"] <- 32 
mobile.data$D2_num[mobile.data$D2=="35-39"] <- 37 
mobile.data$D2_num[mobile.data$D2=="40-44"] <- 42 
mobile.data$D2_num[mobile.data$D2=="45-49"] <- 47 
mobile.data$D2_num[mobile.data$D2=="50-54"] <- 52 
mobile.data$D2_num[mobile.data$D2=="55 and above"] <- 57 
mobile.data$D2_num[mobile.data$D2==""] <- 32 
Then we'll do the imputation using the function RANDwNND.hotdeck() from the 
StatMatch package.  This function selects a nearest neighbor match (randomly if 
there is more than one) from a specified donor class.   
To start, first load the package: 
library(StatMatch) 
Now to do the imputation we need to create two separate data sets consisting of 
the donors and those who need imputing in Q2.  These datasets contain only the 
donor and matching variables along with the variable to be imputed: 
needs.imputation.dataset <- mobile.data[mobile.data$Q2=="" & 
mobile.data$Q1=="Yes",c(2,30,32,34)] 
donor.dataset <- mobile.data[mobile.data$Q2!="" & 
mobile.data$Q1=="Yes",c(2,30,32,34)] 
imputed.data <- RANDwNND.hotdeck(data.rec= 
needs.imputation.dataset, data.don= donor.dataset, 
match.vars="D2_num",don.class=c("D1","D3")) 




     rec.id don.id 
[1,] "1689" "1"    
[2,] "301"  "282"  
[3,] "1127" "173"  
[4,] "1138" "647"  
 
These are the row ids of the recipient records and the donor records matched by 
row.  Check the results to see that it makes sense (assuming we've selected 
meaningful donor and matching variables): 
mobile.data[c(1689,1),c(1,2,30,32,34)] 
      Q1         Q2 D1 D3 D2_num 
1689 Yes                      32 
1    Yes Blackberry           32 
 
mobile.data[c(301,282),c(1,2,30,32,34)] 
     Q1     Q2            D1                           D3 D2_num 
301 Yes        U.S. Civilian Distributed Learning Student     27 
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282 Yes iPhone U.S. Civilian Distributed Learning Student     27 
 
mobile.data[c(1127,173),c(1,2,30,32,34)] 
      Q1     Q2       D1               D3 D2_num 
1127 Yes        U.S Navy Resident Student     42 
173  Yes iPhone U.S Navy Resident Student     42 
 
mobile.data[c(1138,647),c(1,2,30,32,34)] 
      Q1            Q2       D1               D3 D2_num 
1138 Yes               U.S Navy Resident Student     37 
647  Yes Android phone U.S Navy Resident Student     37 
 
Yep, the records have been matched by donor class and the matching variable 
also matches (indicating that the algorithm was able to find matching variables 
with distance 0 from the recipient record).  So, let's use the results and fill in the 
appropriate values: 
mobile.data$Q2[1689] <- mobile.data$Q2[1] 
mobile.data$Q2[301]  <- mobile.data$Q2[282] 
mobile.data$Q2[1127] <- mobile.data$Q2[173] 
mobile.data$Q2[1138] <- mobile.data$Q2[647] 
 
And now we repeat this once more to impute Q3, where we'll also use Q2 to 
define the donor class: 
needs.imputation.dataset <- mobile.data[mobile.data$Q3=="" & 
mobile.data$Q1=="Yes",c(2,4,30,32,34)] 
donor.dataset <- mobile.data[mobile.data$Q3!="" & 
mobile.data$Q1=="Yes",c(2,4,30,32,34)] 
imputed.data <- RANDwNND.hotdeck(data.rec= 
needs.imputation.dataset, data.don= donor.dataset, 
match.vars="D2_num",don.class=c("Q2","D1","D3")) 
Let's look at what we've done: 
imputed.data 
$mtc.ids 
     rec.id don.id 
[1,] "984"  "1750" 
[2,] "387"  "213"  
[3,] "1628" "649"  
[4,] "1081" "1174" 
 
Again we check the results to see that it makes sense (assuming we've selected 
meaningful donor and matching variables): 
mobile.data[c(984,1750),c(1,2,4,30,32,34)] 
      Q1            Q2        Q3            D1                           D3 D2_num 
984  Yes Android phone           U.S. Civilian Distributed Learning Student     32 





     Q1             Q2      Q3               D1               D3 D2_num 
387 Yes Windows Mobile         Foreign Military Resident Student     37 
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213 Yes Windows Mobile Limited Foreign Military Resident Student     32 
 
mobile.data[c(1628,649),c(1,2,4,30,32,34)] 
      Q1     Q2        Q3       D1               D3 D2_num 
1628 Yes iPhone           U.S Army Resident Student     32 
649  Yes iPhone Unlimited U.S Army Resident Student     32 
 
mobile.data[c(1081,1174),c(1,2,4,30,32,34)] 
      Q1     Q2      Q3            D1               D3 D2_num 
1081 Yes iPhone         U.S. Civilian Resident Student     47 
1174 Yes iPhone Limited U.S. Civilian Resident Student     47 
 
And again we use the results and fill in the appropriate values: 
mobile.data$Q3[984]  <- mobile.data$Q3[1750] 
mobile.data$Q3[387]  <- mobile.data$Q3[213] 
mobile.data$Q3[1628] <- mobile.data$Q3[649] 
mobile.data$Q3[1081] <- mobile.data$Q3[1174] 
 
Finally, let's double check our results and make sure we did what we set out to: 
table(mobile.data$Q2,mobile.data$Q1) 
                         
                              No Yes 
                           0 773   0 
  Android phone            0   0 196 
  Blackberry               0   0 281 
  iPhone                   0   0 509 
  Other (please specify)   0   0  66 
  Windows Mobile           0   0  42 
 
table(mobile.data$Q3,mobile.data$Q1) 
            
                 No Yes 
              0 773   0 
  Limited     0   0 189 
  Unlimited   0   0 905 
 
Whew – looks great!   So at least for smartphones our data is now consistent.  
Again, if we were doing this for the actual complete dataset, we would repeat the 
above analysis for all the other mobile devices that were asked about in the 
survey.   
And, of course, note that this would have been made a lot simpler and easier if 
the skip pattern in Q1 had worked! 
 
